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This 60” x 80” quilt is made up of 25 “eye” blocks, each featur-
ing a fussy-cut center meant to highlight charming motifs from 
illustrative fabrics. Each block is traditionally pieced, using 
simple shapes to build a dimensional pattern with boho vibes.  

 1/2 yd of: 2 coordinating novelty prints with images to fussy-cut 
 3/8 - 1/2 yd of: 2 ditsy/tonal prints for eye backgrounds

 1/2 yd of: 3 solids for eye backgrounds

Materials: 

PLUS

3/4 yd binding     5 3/4 yds backing     2.5 yds cotton batting
            thread, pins, standard notions

All seams are 1/4” unless otherwise stated

CUTTING AND PIECING

 3 yds of: light-colored solid for background and sashing

1. Cut (25) 3” squares with fussy-cut centers from your (2) 
novelty prints (roughly (8) squares from one and (9) from the 
other)

2. Cut (25) 3.5” squares from light-colored background fabric.
 Sub-cut squares into (100) quarter-square-triangles (QST).
 Piece (4) of these QSTs around each Unit A and square-up to  
 create Unit B

Unit A 
(this is the fussy-cut center of your block) 

Unit B

Cutting and piecing are shown below in the same steps to help with organization 
of the many pieces. To piece as you cut, follow all steps. If you prefer to cut 
first, only follow the steps regarding cutting and SKIP steps in blue until later.



3. CUT (5) 3.5” squares from EACH eye background fabric for a 
total of (25) 3.5” squares.
 Sub-cut squares into (100) QSTs keeping colors together.
 Piece (4) of these QSTs around each unit B and square-up to  
 create Unit C.

4. Cut (10) 6” squares from EACH eye background fabric for a 
total of (50) 6” squares. 
 Piece one square on top and bottom of each coordinating Unit  
 C and square-up to create Unit D  

5. Cut (50) 3.5” squares from light-colored background fabric.
 Sub-cut squares into (100) half-square-triangles (HST). 
 Piece (4) HST to each Unit D - (2) at the top and (2) at the  
 bottom - and square-up to create Unit E

6. Cut (25) 6”x3.5” rectangles from light-colored background fabric. 
 Piece (1) to the bottom of each Unit E to create Unit F.

Unit C

Unit D

Unit E

Unit F
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7. Cut (29) 3.5”x20” rectangles from light-colored background 
fabric. Set (4) aside for later.
 Piece (1) of the remaining (25) to the right-side of each   
 Unit F to create (25) complete blocks.

8. Cut (6) 9”x12” rectangles from light-colored background 
fabric. Set Aside.   

9. Cut (1) 3.5”x11.5” rectangle from light-colored background 
fabric. Set Aside.   

10. Cut (3) 3.5”x9” rectangles from light-colored background 
fabric. Set Aside. 

*If you haven’t been piecing as you cut, review steps 1-7 and 
follow instructions in BLUE to piece your blocks from the cen-
ter-out. Press seams towards darker fabric. *Pro-tip* Be careful 
to not stretch or warp diagonal cuts and triangle pieces while 
sewing and pressing. The use of a pressing spray should help.

11. Layout phase: Use a design wall or clean, flat surface to 
lay-out your blocks into (7) columns of alternating (4) and (3) 
blocks each (4-3-4-3-4-3-4). Use pattern cover as guide or coloring 
page at the end of the pattern if desired. Distribute colors to make 
a balanced layout.  

12. Place (1) 9”x12” rectangle from step 8 at top and bottom of each 
3-block row. Place 3.5”x11.5” rectangle from step 9 at the top of 
left-most column. Place the (3) 3.5”x9” rectangles from step 10 at 
the top of the remaining 4-block columns. 

13. Attach the (4) 3”x20” rectangles set aside in step 7 to 
the left-side of your left-most blocks. 

Complete block



14. Start piecing columns together top-down, remembering to keep 
your blocks in order, so that you have (7) complete columns and 
no extra pieces. Trim-up any overhang you may have. 

15. Now sew columns together left-to-right, remembering to keep 
your columns in order. *Pro-tip* sew long seams in opposite di-
rections to keep things from skewing. Match seams column-to-
column where you can.

16. Trim off excess and square up. Bind, quilt, and back your 
quilt as desired. 

Voila! Your Mystical Eyes Quilt is done! May it bring you good 
fortune and protect you from negativity. Your future looks bright 

with this quilt!

Notes:

Please share your 
finished project using:

#alchemyteapatterns

Designed by Julia Williams 
exclusively for Alchemy Tea
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Mystical Eyes Coloring page for design planning

color key:


